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The risk of growth slowdown in coming months

Supply side: China’s energy crunch

Demand side: Beijing’s Volcker moment

Policy: “targeted tightening + universal easing”
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Covid-19 is still there, and there will very likely be new waves in and out of China. 

The pandemic further solidifies China’s G2 status. Conflicts between US and China will inevitably escalate, especially 
after the Winter Olympics. 

China’s leadership change: (1) Once in a decade; (2) will last until March 2023; (3) Almost no uncertainty for the top job; 
(4) Big uncertainty for all other positions;

Implications of Xi’s second decade: He has long-term goals and respective strategies, and he is willing to take some 
short-term pains for achieving these long-term goals. 

Implications for officials jockeying for promotions: They are both aggressive and risk averse

Aggressively interpreting and implementing Xi’s instructions and thoughts: Overdoing, false starts, campaign style. 

Extremely risk averse: social stability, production safety, zero-Covid. 

President Xi is risk averse in many ways too: Zero-Covid, no systemic financial crisis and surge of unemployment, no 
disastrous international conflicts, a successful Winter Olympic Games. 

The most important background information for 
predicting the Chinese economy and policy making



Output of key industrial products (I)

Source: WIND and Nomura Global Economics. 3
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Output of key industrial products (II)

Source: WIND and Nomura Global Economics. 4
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The impact of slowing construction 

Source: WIND and Nomura Global Economics. 5
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Q4 year-on-year GDP growth could drop further to 3.0%

Source: WIND and Nomura Global Economics. 7

Sequential real GDP growth and Nomura forecast Year-on-year real GDP growth and Nomura’s forecast

• On 24 Sep, we revised down y-o-y GDP growth forecasts to 4.7% and 3.0% for Q3 and Q4, respectively, from 5.1% and 4.4%. We also reduced our 
2021 annual growth forecast to 7.7% from 8.2%. In sequential terms, expected GDP growth of -0.2% and 1.3%, q-o-q, sa, in Q3 and Q4, respectively.

• The NBS reported 4.9% yoy and 0.2% QoQ for Q3. Markets have slashed their Q4 growth forecasts towards 3.0% y-o-y in the past two weeks.  
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 Hastened by the power crisis in September, Beijing began 
ramping up coal output. 

 President Xi emphasized his COP26 statement that China needs 
to ensure growth and livelihood when planning for carbon 
emissions reductions, while Premier Li warned the government 
needs to achieve its green targets in a step-by-step approach. 
China's daily coal output now is near its annual high. 

 However, the power shortage may return in the winter when 
demand rises again, and the Winter Olympics (4-20 February 
2022) could also lead to widespread factory shutdowns.

Rising downward pressure on growth 
in Q4 2021 and Q1 2022

Source: WIND and Nomura Global Economics.

The supply shock is significantly alleviated: Shocks from the demand side 

 The Covid-19 + Beijing’s zero-Covid strategy.
 Export growth softens as DM consumers shift back to 

services consumption. 
 The property sector is being severely hit on Beijing’s 

unprecedented property curbs. 
 The recent regulatory crackdown could discourage 

the private sector’s from undertaking investment. 
 Rising risks of credit defaults may weigh on the local 

economy, especially small cities in North China.



Coal shortages have become a severe supply-side 
bottlenecks for the near term

Source: WIND and Nomura Global Economics.
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Coal imports plunged this year amid China-Australia 
tensions and global energy shortages

Source: WIND and Nomura Global Economics.

China’s coal import growth (volume) slumped to -10.3% y-
o-y in Jan-Aug this year from 1.5% in 2020

China’s coal imports from Australia was zero in H1 this year, 
more than offsetting increased imports from others 
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Note: Level I refers to higher energy intensity/consumption in H1 compared to year-ago levels, Level II refers to lower/same energy intensity/consumption in H1 compared to year-ago levels but still 

below the implied half-year target, Level III refers to energy intensity/consumption that is on track to meet the annual target.
Source: WIND, NDRC and Nomura Global Economics
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Beijing rushes to boost coal and power supply, but 
will this help?

We believe power outages related to coal shortages could be eased to some degree in 
coming months thanks to Beijing’s policy support, but caution the impact might be subject 
to a couple of constraints:
• It takes time to increase the supply of coal, especially given that local governors are 

still cautious about Beijing’s high requirements on production safety in the run up to 
the 2022 political reshuffle.

• Winter Olympics.
• Some other economies are also facing coal shortages, and they will compete for coal 

imports globally.  
• Price controls lead to shortages. 
• The good news: Power outage will be more organized. 



Rapidly rising raw material prices

Note: The CRB price indices are until 15 October, while Nanhua price indices are until 18 October, based on the latest data available.   
Source: WIND and Nomura Global Economics.
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Note: Pre-pandemic levels refer to national domestic visits and/or tourism revenues during the same holiday in 2019, on a comparable basis (we use daily average if a same holiday has different number of days in 

different years). 
Source: Ministry of Culture and Tourism and Nomura Global Economics

Beijing’s zero-Covid strategy will be increasingly costly: (1) Worn out; (2) drained savings; (3) Public 
resources (PCR); (4) Income down for some groups; (5) Isolated: FDI;  

The hospitality sector’s recovery has been quite 
vulnerable to recurring Covid waves
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• As most other countries choose the “living with Covid” strategy and China becomes the lone holdout of ZCS, it might be increasingly costly for China to 
achieve zero-Covid. China will also be left out of some global services trade, such as tourism.

• Some parts of the Chinese economy such as the hospitality sector have yet to recover to their pre-pandemic levels. For example, during the National 
Day Golden Week, national domestic visits and tourism revenues were 29.9% and 40.1% (Figure 5), respectively, below pre-pandemic levels, which 
represents a further worsening from previous holidays, including the Mid-Autumn Festival (see China: Weakness in National Day Golden Week 
consumption data, 8 October 2021). With an extended ZCS, people working in these sectors might be unemployed or underemployed, and they may 
have to drain their savings to a level that they have to cut their consumption spending, leading to a vicious cycle.

• Even without financial constraints, ZCS reduces household demand for a variety of goods from clothing to cosmetics after the initial burst of purchase 
of some work-from-home and study-from-home gadgets. This reduced demand could add pressure to the weakened final demand.

• The fiscal situation could deteriorate further, especially for local governments frequently hit by Covid-19. Chinese governments’ fiscal revenue and 
expenditure growth has already slowed from 19.5% and 3.0% y-o-y in Q2 to only 4.6% and -2.0% in Q3, and much of the government resources have 
been used on PCR tests and vaccination, which have almost little positive multiplier effect.

• While significant fiscal spending on fighting Covid-19 could reduce governments’ investment in other, more productive areas, Chinese government 
officials are also putting much less focus on growth as their priority, which has been shifted to containing Covid-19.

• With prolonged border closure due to an extended ZCS, foreign direct investment could be dented, as it would be difficult for foreign investors to 
conduct field checks. This could be especially the case as China’s export growth may slow in coming months.

• Being cut off from the rest of the world, if it lasts too long, could reduce the flow of knowledge and know-how into China, which has been trying to climb 
up the value ladder in many sectors, from manufacturing to high-end services.

• Last, Hong Kong, China’s offshore financial center, is now stuck in the middle. Hong Kong residents are still subject to the same quarantine 
requirements as foreigners entering China via other ports. Hong Kong now is working on stepping up its own ZCS to meet the mainland’s requirement 
for reconnection, but such a doubling down on ZCS could significantly reduce its competitiveness vs other financial centers, especially Singapore, 
which has taken an alternative route to living-with-Covid strategy. We think the isolation on both ends puts Hong Kong in a risky position.

Rising costs of the extended ZCS
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The zero-Covid strategy, plus Beijing’s ability to mobilize all the country’s resources, has arguably brought significant benefits to 
its people and economy, with a death count of just four since mid-April 2020, factories firing on full cylinders, and an impressive 
33.0% y-o-y export growth in the first nine months this year.

A much lower mortality rate
• The first and foremost benefit of ZCS has been the numerous lives it has saved, but a high vaccination rate could alleviate 

the burden on ZCS for saving lives. 

• With 76% of its 1.4bn population fully vaccinated, China has one of the highest vaccination rates among major economies. 
Like other types of vaccines, the effectiveness of China’s domestic vaccines (no foreign vaccines are permitted in mainland 
China yet) has been questioned, but the very low mortality rate in China provides some evidence that the domestic vaccines 
might be quite useful in helping to reduce the death rate of Covid-19.

• From 16-April 2020 (China made a big revision on the Covid-19 death counts on that day, so data after that are much more 
reliable), there were a total of 14,913 new cases and only 4 deaths. 

• In 2021 alone, there were 10,534 new cases and only 2 deaths. By contrast, before 17 April 2021, there was a total of 82,692 
cases and 4,632 deaths. 

• Though we cannot derive too much from this data, we at least see a much lower mortality rate since April 2020, due perhaps 
to the relatively fast vaccination program, less deadly virus variants, and a much better prepared healthcare system.

The likely falling benefits of a prolonged ZCS
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China’s exceptionally strong export growth since mid-2020 was the direct result of its success in containing the spread of Covid-
19 and a quick return to normal for its manufacturing sector. Since spring 2020, China has provided a significant amount of 
personal protective equipment (PPE) and work-from-home products to the whole world affected by the pandemic. However, we 
expect China’s export growth to rapidly decelerate in coming month on six factors.

• First, a slowdown is natural from a high base. China’s exports as a percentage of global exports rose from 13.1% in 2019 to 
14.7% in 2020, and then to around 15.8% in the first nine months of this year.

• Second, as most other countries are choosing to live with Covid and reopen, their demand for PPE and work-from-home 
products could be shifted to services, which China is not in a good position to provide due to its rigid border restrictions as a 
result of ZCS. In contrast, overseas production could recover as more countries reopen, reducing their dependence on 
Chinese products.

• Third, demand for durable goods is not sustainable, in our view. A period of strong sales of durable goods will naturally 
reduce demand for them in the ensuing period.

• Fourth, fiscal support for households across the world will most likely decline after a burst of subsidies and surging 
government debt.

• Fifth, China’s surging PPI inflation as a result of its domestic energy consumption controls and carbon emission reduction 
campaign could also impair Chinese exporters’ competitiveness. ZCS could further add some supply problems in China and 
push up prices of some domestic raw materials and energy.

• Sixth, ZCS significantly reduces China’s services trade deficit and boosts China’s balance of payments surplus, which in turn
results in a stronger RMB. We expect the strength of RMB will add incremental pressures on China’s exports in coming 
months.

Upcoming slower export growth



Strong export growth may not be sustainable

Source: WIND and Nomura Global Economics.
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Five factors for an incoming slowdown of export growth: (1) Base effect; (2) Reopening in other countries and a shift back to services 
consumption; (3) The durable goods effect; (4) Payback of front-loading ahead of the shopping season; (5) Loss of competitiveness due to 
surging PPI inflation and strong RMB.  



Source: WIND, MOF and Nomura Global Economics. 

China’s property sector is the single largest contributor to China’s GDP. 
• 25.0% of China’s GDP.
• 44.0% to total government revenue.
• 29% of bank loans; 
• 27% of global steel consumption;
• 37% of global cement demand;

The “systemically important” property sector



Note: Our estimates are based on financial data of listed Chinese property developers in A-share markets in 2020.
Source: WIND and Nomura Global Economics. 

• First, it imposed its “Three Red Lines” to restrict developer leverage. 
• At end-2020, Beijing introduced the “Two Red Lines” to cap bank lending to the property sector.
• This year, Beijing stepped up its crackdown on the misuse of commercial loans and consumer 

loans in the property sector, and further tightened the use of shadow banking channels (such as 
trust loans, entrusted loans and commercial paper) by developers. 

• Beijing directly intervened in the setting of new home prices, existing home prices, and land prices.
• Many cities further tightened qualifications on buying homes (the introduction of “home tickets”); 
• Mortgage rates in Shanghai were raised, and some other cities may follow.  
• Making examples: Key officials of some top cities were sacked on failing to rein in home prices. 

Beijing’s unprecedented tightening of the 
property sector
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23Source: WIND and Nomura Global Economics.

Property-related indicators continued to worsen
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From the latest high frequency data of new home sales 

Source: WIND and Nomura Global Economics. 24
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Beijing’s unprecedented curbs on the property sector 
have been working

Source: WIND and Nomura Global Economics. 

• Markets may have become so focused on the recent regulatory storm that they ignore the elephant 
in the room: Beijing’s unprecedented curbs on the property sector, which makes up one-quarter of 
China’s economy.
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Bank lending to the property sector Property price changes by city tier
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Source: WIND, Bloomberg and Nomura Global Economics. 26

Property developer financing via onshore bonds Property developer financing via offshore dollar bonds

Falling net bond financing in both onshore and 
offshore bond markets for developers
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Source: WIND, Bloomberg and Nomura Global Economics. 27

Falling property prices Drags on property-related fiscal revenue 

The economy is feeling more pain from the property 
downturn
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Land sales (by volume) to drop further
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数据来源：Wind
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What is the “Volcker moment”?

Source: WIND and Nomura Global Economics. 30

US: Real GDP growth vs CPI inflation Paul Volcker and his two successors 
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The PBoC on property curbs: No overdoing, but no easing either
• The PBoC’s  instructions on property curbs are very clear, but some banks have overdone these curbs; 

the PBoC has corrected those banks; 

• Evergrande is “an idiosyncratic risk” with limited spillover effects; most other developers are fine;

• Banks have been requested by Beijing to avoid overly severe property curbs. Hence,  excessive 
restrictions have begun to loosen on China’s property sector lending. Based on the information 
available thus far, banks are specifically required to maintain positive growth of outstanding 
development loans (a type of loan used mainly for construction) by providing such loans to high-quality 
non-SOE developers. 

• It's still fine-tuning, not outright easing. 

• The fine-tuning will help, but things will still get worse in the property sector and in the wider economy. 
Indirect impact of the incoming property tax from changing expectations could be much bigger.

• The pain threshold is much higher this time, and the Volcker moment is not over yet. It takes a worse 
slowdown and disruption to push Beijing to make bigger changes on its property curbs.

• We will continue closely watching any policy changes and gauging the “pain threshold”. 

Correcting the “overdoing”, but it’s not equivalent to easing
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• On the supply side, we expect strict measures to ensure blue sky in north China before 20 February when the Winter Olympics is over. 
After that, those restrictions could be eased significantly. 

• On the demand side, we expect Beijing to stick to most of its property curbs despite the rapid deceleration of the property sector and 
some high-profile defaults until the situation gets really bad, perhaps at some point of time in spring 2022. After that Beijing might be 
forced to dial back part of its property curbs. Still, we expect Beijing to retain some major curbs, especially the “Three Redlines” and 
“Two Redlines”. What Beijing might do is to extend grace period for meeting these requirements. Beijing may also retain most of those 
home price controls. In short, Beijing will try to reach a balance between rolling out easing measures and keeping its reputation.

• For the zero-Covid Strategy, we see three scenarios. The shortest scenario would be for ZCS to end in March 2022 on the Winter 
Olympics and 2022 National People Congress (NPC) conference. Our baseline scenario is November 2022 on the 20th Party 
Conference, and the longest scenario is March 2023 when the upcoming leadership changes are fully completed, or even later. There 
might be some moderate easing in spring 2022 when the economy is a serious situation, but even in really difficult situations Beijing 
might rely on easing in other areas instead of lifting the ZCS.  

• When export growth slows to single digit or even negative territory, we expect Beijing to feel the pinch and become more serious in 
preventing RMB from strengthening further. A strengthening of RMB could help attract capital, internationalize RMB, and build more 
confidence in the Chinese economy, but it’s also costly for exports. In our view, some purchase of FX by the PBoC could alleviate the 
appreciation pressure of RMB, add more liquidity to banks, and increase the PBoC’s FX reserves, which can help investors to regain 
some confidence amid the turmoil in China’s offshore dollar bonds market. 

• We expect Beijing to use more general easing measures to offset its tightening stance on the property sector and other areas (see 
Beijing’s policy stance: “targeted tightening + universal easing”, 13 July 2021). We believe Beijing is to increase fiscal spending and 
government bond issuance, and fully tap the remaining RMB3.3trn of its bond net financing quota for the remainder of this year. On 
monetary policy, we expect the PBoC to continue its use of alternative low-profile tools to increase credit supply, especially for small and 
medium-sized enterprises (SMEs), to offset the drag from property curbs and carbon emission reduction which has led to surging energy 
and raw material prices. 

• We see a below 50% probability of an RRR cut before end-2021, and if there is no RRR cut before end-2021, the chance for an RRR cut 
is much higher in H1 2022. The PBoC could opt to use some alternative low-profile – and more targeted – tools including MLF, TMLF, 
re-lending, re-discounting, and the newly introduced green facility to support corporates in specific sectors. With rising domestic inflation 
pressure and rate hikes outside China, we view the likelihood of a PBoC policy rate cut before end-2022 as quite small, or close to zero. 

A higher pain threshold and the timeline of easing
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Major economic indicators in September and Q3

Indicators Unit Sep 21 Aug 21 Q3 21 Q2 21
Sep 21

annualized
2y-o-2y

Aug 21
annualized

2y-o-2y

Q3 21
annualized

2y-o-2y

Q2 21
annualized

2y-o-2y
2020

Economic survey
Official mfg PMI Index 49.6 50.1 50.0 51.0 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 49.9
Official non-mfg PMI Index 53.2 47.5 51.3 54.5 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 52.6
Caixin mfg PMI Index 50.0 49.2 49.8 51.7 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 51.1
Activity
Real GDP growth % y-o-y 4.9 7.9 4.9 5.5 2.3
Industrial production (IP) % y-o-y 3.1 5.3 4.9 9.0 5.0 5.4 5.4 6.7 2.8
Delivered value for exports (RMB) % y-o-y 16.8 14.8 14.2 16.3 7.1 7.8 7.0 8.3 -0.3
Fixed asset investment (FAI) ytd % y-o-y 7.3 8.9 7.3 12.6 4.0 4.2 4.0 4.5 2.9
FAI % y-o-y -1.8 1.1 -0.5 7.2 2.8 4.3 3.3 5.4 2.9
Infrastructure investment % y-o-y -4.5 -6.6 -6.9 -0.5 0.0 0.0 -0.5 3.7 3.4
Manufacturing investment % y-o-y 10.0 7.1 8.9 15.0 6.4 6.1 5.2 4.6 -2.2
Retail sales % y-o-y 4.4 2.5 5.1 14.1 3.8 1.5 3.0 4.6 -3.9
Crude steel output (volume) % y-o-y -21.2 -13.2 -14.3 7.2 -6.5 -3.0 -3.1 5.1 5.2
Steel product output (volume) % y-o-y -14.8 -10.1 -10.5 7.8 -2.2 0.0 -0.2 6.8 7.7
Electricity production (volume) % y-o-y 4.9 0.2 4.9 8.8 5.1 3.4 4.8 6.2 2.7
Non-ferrous metal output (volume) % y-o-y -1.6 0.4 2.0 10.0 2.8 3.6 3.9 6.8 5.5
Cement output (volume) % y-o-y -13.0 -5.2 -8.2 0.1 -3.8 0.5 -1.6 3.4 1.6
Industrial profit % y-o-y 16.3 10.1 14.3 37.8 13.2 14.5 15.3 19.9 4.1
Inflation
CPI % y-o-y 0.7 0.8 0.8 1.1 1.2 1.6 1.5 1.9 2.5
Food price % y-o-y -5.2 -4.1 -4.3 -0.7 1.1 3.3 3.0 5.6 10.6
Non-food price % y-o-y 2.0 1.9 2.0 1.5 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.9 0.4
PPI % y-o-y 10.7 9.5 9.7 8.2 4.1 3.6 3.6 2.3 -1.8
Trade
Exports (USD) % y-o-y 28.1 25.6 24.4 30.7 18.4 17.0 16.1 14.2 3.6
Imports (USD) % y-o-y 17.6 33.1 25.9 43.6 15.5 14.4 14.3 14.0 -0.6
Trade balance USD bn 66.8 58.3 181.5 137.7 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 524.0
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Major economic indicators in September and Q3 
(Cont.)

Indicators Unit Sep 21 Aug 21 Q3 21 Q2 21
Sep 21

annualized
2y-o-2y

Aug 21
annualized

2y-o-2y

Q3 21
annualized

2y-o-2y

Q2 21
annualized

2y-o-2y
2020

Money and credit
Outstanding aggregate financing % y-o-y 10.0 10.3 10.0 11.0 11.7 11.8 11.7 11.9 13.3
Outstanding RMB loan % y-o-y 11.9 12.1 11.9 12.3 12.4 12.5 12.4 12.7 12.8
M2 % y-o-y 8.3 8.2 8.3 8.6 9.6 9.3 9.6 9.8 10.1
Aggregate financing RMB bn 2,902 2,973 6,950 7,510 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 34,863
New RMB loan RMB bn 1,660 1,220 3,960 5,090 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 19,638
Corporate bond RMB bn 119 449 877 646 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 4,447
Government bond RMB bn 807 974 1,962 1,795 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 8,337
Entrusted loan RMB bn -2 18 0 -110 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. -395
Trust loan RMB bn -210 -136 -503 -367 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. -1,102
Fiscal position
Fiscal revenue % y-o-y -2.1 2.7 4.6 19.5 1.1 4.0 4.7 5.2 -3.9
Fiscal expenditure % y-o-y -5.3 6.2 -2.0 3.0 -3.2 7.4 2.3 -1.5 2.8
Property market
Property investment ytd % y-o-y 8.8 10.9 8.8 15.0 7.2 7.7 7.2 8.3 7.0
Property investment % y-o-y -3.5 0.3 -0.8 9.3 4.0 5.9 5.3 8.6 7.0
Property sales (value) % y-o-y -15.8 -18.7 -14.1 17.2 -1.2 1.6 1.3 11.8 8.7
Floor space sold % y-o-y -13.2 -15.6 -12.5 11.0 -3.5 -2.0 -2.0 7.0 2.6
Floor space started % y-o-y -13.5 -16.8 -17.4 -6.1 -7.9 -7.7 -7.4 -1.3 -1.2
Funds for property investment % y-o-y -11.2 -6.5 -8.4 11.4 0.8 5.2 3.2 9.8 8.1
Land sales (value) % y-o-y 21.2 -10.5 4.9 -2.0 22.1 -1.7 12.5 7.0 17.4
Land space sold % y-o-y -2.2 -13.9 -4.8 -21.3 -3.5 -10.8 -4.9 -7.3 -1.1
New home completion % y-o-y 1.0 28.4 18.1 28.8 -8.8 7.6 0.7 11.5 -4.9
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Note: Numbers in bold are actual values; others forecast. Interest rate and currency forecasts are end of period; other measures are period average. The USD/CNY forecast is for the spot rate. All 

forecasts are modal forecasts (i.e., the single most likely outcome). Table reflects data available as of 7 October 2021.
Source: WIND and Nomura Global Economics. 

Forecast summary table
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